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A Culture of Inspiration
Using the Universal Laws of Nature, 30 years of study in the Eastern arts, and over 3,000 successful
consulting briefs, we would love to share the treasures of inspiration with your workforce.
Happy people, inspired in their work, enjoying the challenge, adaptable to change. This is a
winning culture, a culture based on individual responsibility, aligning with the laws of nature and
committed to excellence. The result is less stress, a more productive workforce, happier people, a
deeper connection between client and supplier and overall, a better and more sustainable bottom
line.

Building a Culture for the future
In nature, all things are built hierarchically. Meaning, that there must be strong foundations
on which to build large successful futures. Your organization’s culture is one such foundation.
Underpinning that foundation are the core skills of each and every employee, and in particular
executives who delegate and lead others.
Chris Walker’s consulting audit takes up to three days, costs less than AUD$10,000 and the results
are tabled immediately. It’s a fast, effective, economic and accurate way of determining what
culture changes need to be made in order to implement strategy tomorrow. You’ll get the answers
you need, straight, clear and accurate, that’s his promise.

The Laws of Nature
Applying the Laws of Nature to your business provides great balance. As technology races toward
the future we must not loose sight of that which makes it all worth while, our humanity. Through
the application of natures law to your work place, business performance and culture, personal
inspiration will be transformed. It is our guarantee.
The fight with nature cannot be won. We need to work and live in line with those simple yet
powerful laws. It is a deeper, less commercial more inspired way of living that brings out the best
in people. It honors diversity, seeks emotional calm, teaches us focus and leadership. The Laws of
Nature are reflected in every aspiration an individual, organization or community has.
What is natural is powerful. The quest to replicate the potency of nature has been humanities
search since we lost touch with it. These laws are absolutely is synch with the drive for competitive
advantage, global best-of-field and personal happiness. A joyful environment is the dream we aim
to make real. Happy people create happy customers and competitive advantage. Inspired.
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Building a Culture Now - for Tomorrow’s Demands
An Inspired Culture needs focus. We believe that any organizational culture must bridge the gaps
between strategy and process. This is where we step in and work with you to create the skills for
present and future development. Using the unchangeable laws of nature, personal and business
mastery and a certain depth of connection to the human spirit, we help build more inspired
cultures. The focus of implementing change to achieve a Culture of Inspiration usually covers any
or all of these three areas:
•
•
•

Phase 1. Culture Review
Assessment of the skills that will be required to implement future strategy
Phase 2. Training
Off site - Retreat or in house half day skill development based on needs assessment.
Phase 3. Executive Coaching
One off or ongoing individual coaching to executives, leaders and individuals.

The map below illustrates the idea that, as demands on individuals increase, as expectations of
lifestyle and business performance rise, so too must the mastery of the individual. We need skills,
in personal, business life, skills to raise the human spirit to new levels of performance without
personal cost. We need better ways to care for our energy, health, wellbeing and mind. We need
skills that resolve conflict fast, and honor diversity in a natural way. Using the Laws of Nature we
share these Cutting Edge Human Technologies to help you build A Culture of Inspiration. A fun,
inspired place to work.
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Phase 1. Chris Walker - Culture Review
Globally, our humanity is struggling to keep up with technology and rather than slow the progress
of technology our aim is to help organizations and communities catch up, and in many cases
jump ahead. Future people need more sophisticated and faster ways of staying healthy, balanced
and productive. These are the skills of personal mastery taught in our Cutting-Edge Human
Technology programs developed by Chris Walker.
The culture review itself is an objective, honest and revealing review of how your organization
is dealing with its evolution. It is an assesment of the gap between the current capacity and
technical demand. Chris looks at what skills and technologies people are using to cope with
everyday stress, demands and performance and, if there’s a shortfall, recommends either our
own or others skill development programs. At the least, you will know what self and other
management technologies will be needed to implement your strategy.
For sustainable performance and personal happiness within an organization strategy, capacity
and capability must be aligned. Likewise, in nature, these three forces are forever adjusting
themselves in order to create growth. In this audit, Chris looks to find balance between strategic
intention and capacity - capability (culture).
In addition to our structured audit process, Chris uses a unique intuitive skill to detect and analyze
areas of misalignment. His skill is exceptional in it’s accuracy, speed and depth. Chris’s focus is on
the fit between strategy, structure and culture in a business, and then in the development of a
plan for creating better ‘fit’ between those three components.

The Culture Audit Process
Audit

Bottom Line
Strategy
Structure

Culture
Training

The Human Spirit at Work
Applying the Laws of Nature - Building Cultures of Inspiration
Inspiring Business and Individuals to live and work to the Max.
Put your heart into it, and whatever you do, comes back 20 fold.
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Phase 2. Culture of Inspiration - Training
These training intensives can be delivered as keynotes, as in-house training or off-site in retreat.
Natures Law in Business means Inspiration. Inspiration is when the inner voice speaks louder than
the outer voice. In other words, self-motived people. These business skill development programs
are a new and rich phenomenon in Cutting Edge Human Technology. At the heart of this training
is the acknowledgement that we need new skills to be one step ahead of the increasing demands
of productivity and work life balance. Sustaining our humanity means better business, and better
business comes through better self and other management skill. Skills that create peace of
mind, yet do not shy away from inspired work. We need these skills. It’s a different world and our
connection to nature is becoming more important and more difficult. It’s cutting edge human
technology - drawn from nature and applied to the sciences of our future.

Step 1. The Laws of Nature Applied to Personal Mastery - Your Element

“Be in your Element” is a revolution in self and other management. Created in Australia, based on
ancient teachings, it presents a powerful way to encourage people to work and live in harmony
with their natural best. “Be in Your Element” can transform workplaces, relationships and lifestyles.
Just by knowing a persons Elemental Constitution, you will know the best way to manage,
allocate work, inspire and avoid conflict. An organic, yet powerfully dynamic means of human
development.

Step 2. The Laws of Nature Applied to Personal Mastery - Mind Control
The 5 Laws of Nature will open up new possibilities for your mind. This session explores your
stories, the importance of personal truth, the difference between truth and perception and how
to change it. You’ll get a chance to use Chris’s PCD, - a remarkable and fun tool for self inspiration
that takes you beyond judgement and reaction to a more authentic state of self-awareness. This
session also includes some amazing tools to deal with emotional crisis and recuperation from
times where we become dispirited. Staying inspired - even in the heart of the storm, requires an
awareness of natures laws that inspire the human spirit.

Step 3. The Laws of Nature Applied to Business Mastery - Management
Building Cultures of Inspiration. Continuing the theme in this program we continue working
on the application of The 5 Laws of Nature to business and concentrate on building Cultures of
Inspiration. This includes natures approach to sustainable leadership, teamwork, personal mastery
and culture - pin points that are the foundation of all hierarchies in nature. We work on real time
case studies to integrate the skills in real world applications.
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Step 4. The Laws of Nature Applied to Business Mastery - Leadership.
In this training module, usually held out in nature, we examine the laws of nature as they apply
to self management, self motivation and leadership. We examine competitive strategy and
how nature can predict competitive market dynamics so that our decisions are based on true
phenomena rather than ambitious illusions. In this session we use case studies in real time to
apply the laws in practical reality.

Step 5. The Laws of Nature Applied to Business Mastery - Teamwork
The secret of great teamwork is, great individuals. Our belief, based on the Laws of Nature, is that
unity is built through diversity. The more people can respect the diversity of any group, and value
that environment, the less reactive they become. The consequence is a new creativity. We present
this program in the context of a hierarchy, in which diversity is honored as well as leadership. The
focus of this program is to apply the ‘Laws of Nature’ and the ‘Five Inspired Elements’ to people
and team management. The more diverse the culture, the more ultimate the leader’s role.

Step 6. The Laws of Nature Applied to Self Mastery - Peace of Mind
Who am I? Where am I going? Why am I here? Where did I come from? How do I feel? What is
natures intent for life. This session is designed to integrate some of the amazing insight from
natures laws into people’s personal life. The idea is that we learn best when things are put in
context and so, in this session we invite people to ask, explore, wonder and consider how these
5 Laws of Nature can or could affect the way they live, think, love and work. Either working in
a group or on your own out amongst nature, you’ll be encouraged to apply these laws to the
judgements and expectations you have. Then see if they pass the acid test of the laws of nature.
This session is about acceptance and ownership. Open forum question and answers will help.

Step 7. The Laws of Nature applied to Self Mastery - Health, Vitality and
Recuperation
This program is a vital opportunity to check in with the basics, connecting work life with nature
and its laws. We attempt to integrate this module with a walk in nature, stretching the body,
connecting body and mind, moving energy with thought, healing wounds, preventing disease,
living as nature intended, the importance of sunlight, posture and breath for youthfulness
and longevity. Preventative maintenance and daily habits for healthy living. All done outdoors
weather permitting, morning sunrise, salute to the sun. This is natures maintenance program,
understanding the opportunities and the myths. This is not a session on mung beans and organic
apples.
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Step 8. The Laws of Nature Applied to Self Mastery - Personal Inspiration
An Advanced Program. A Universal Law, by definition, operates everywhere. Nature is a mirror
of those laws. Humanity is also a mirror of those laws. Every star is built from those laws and
every cell. In a magical 2 hours, people will delve into the mystery of everything, witnessing
the magnificence of one of the most exciting phenomena ever discovered by humanity, the
Universal Laws of Nature. Attendees will travel into the realms of morals and ethics, religion,
cultures, wars and peace. They will see those laws mirrored in human dynamics, and distorted
in human emotion, and our societies challenges. This breathtaking two hours is one of the
most precious gifts a person can imagine, understanding the laws behind the laws behind the
laws, behind the laws of everything. Fasten your seat belt here. Chris’s inspiration and passion
and the depth of his knowledge will touch the way people see life deeply and lovingly.
Individuals will truly come out, challenged and inspired.

Step 9. The Laws of Nature Applied Global Mastery - Making a Global
Contribution
In this program we speak to the part of every human that is drawn to make a contribution
to the world. In nature, everything has a purpose. Nature has a purpose and all the elements
within its web serve that purpose. In this session, a vital key is revealed through natures law
regarding living from our heart, putting our heart into what we do. Natures law shows us how.
In this session we are asking what nature intended for our lives, what are your wishes, dreams
and inspirations and how do they align with natures intention for your life. This Vision Quest
is a creative opportunity to learn how to tune into natures voice and guidance, including your
own body.

The Laws of Nature Applied - Keynote Presentations
Chris’s presentations are Pure Inspiration. They are entertaining, challenging, honest and
totally real. Chris is a speaker who loves to field questions and interact live with his audiences.
There are no scripted dialogues, simply a real inspiration, experience, a theme, interactive
question and answers, learning, challenge and involvement. It’s an opportunity to consider
different ways, better ways and different approaches.
You get a speaker who is speaks from his heart, with passion yet is totally real and listens to
others. Any audience size, any environment, in retreat or conference, televised and in-house,
Chris’s skill is live, powerful and totally entertaining in it’s inspiration. Australian honesty
with international relevance. Why not bring the Spirit of Nature back into your business
management and work-life balance? Speaking Topics include: A Culture of Inspiration.

Personal Inspiration anywhere - anytime, Work-life balance the big leap and The Laws of
Nature, transforming the world, one person at a time.
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Phase 3. Executive Coaching
Staying inspired, happy, fulfilled and motivated is a significant part of a leaders responsibility.
As demands increase, the requirement to get back up, if we slip, are getting shorter and less
tolerant. And this is where Chris excels. His consulting process is one of the most intense, truthful
and deep of it’s kind. In five hours you will get to the bottom of matters, find a path out of it, and
create a regime for maintenance. We just don’t have the time, life is too precious to waste, so
why not use the fastest deepest and most thorough personal recovery process available.
Chris Walker is on the forefront of radical personal development and change that inspires
people to live and work from their heart. His methods are dynamic, and direct. His work is gifted
and inspirational. The process Chris embraces can be confrontational, but if you are prepared to
“step out” the personal power that this knowledge gives you is without doubt life changing and
truly inspiring.
Chris’ work comes from his heart and is a truly magnificent gift for anyone ready to receive it.
Chris shows people how to bring inspiration into their life and keep it there. His sensitivity and
empathy to others is a great gift for individuals and businesses needing urgent change.

About Chris
Uniquely Australian, highly intuitive, inspired, interactive and entertaining. Chris’s process is
backed by 30 years studying business performance together with the inspiration of his life, the
Laws of Nature. Using this cutting edge human technology as a keynote speaker, a corporate
consultant, an author, a personal coach, Chris’s commitment to create happier, more inspired
and productive world is truly inspirational. He shares a unique, simple and deep understanding
of the Laws of Nature and what it takes to build a Culture of Inspiration. Chris brings his work to
individuals, communities and businesses.
Chris draws from a diverse array of training including a Master of Business, Bachelor of
Engineering (Environment), The Laws of Nature, Metaphysics, Zen, Yoga, Environmental Law,
Philosophy and most important of all, in Chris’s opinion, his 35 journeys into the high Himalayas
of Nepal.

Walker International, PO Box 1461, Crows Nest NSW 2065, Sydney, Australia
Contact Phone: Sydney, Australia 61 2 9328 3198
E-mail: alive@chriswalker.com.au
Web site: http://www.chriswalker.com.au

